What’s “International Resort Hotel Yurakujo”.
We have vast ground and 500 rooms on two separated buildings.
Inside of the hotel property includes two tennis courts, 80 yards golf short range course, indoor & outdoor pools, 24 hours open sports gym and huge entertainment Spa called “YURAKUJO”.

Easy access to Tokyo Central Station!!!
There is a highway bus stop right in-front of the hotel’s main entrance. Highway bus takes you to Tokyo central station directly within 1 hours. You can purchase a highway bus ticket at the hotel reception easily.

|-------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|

Bus Ticket (One way):

- Adult: ¥1,600
- Child: ¥800
- IC: ¥1,460
- IC: ¥730

- Approximately 60 ~ 90 minutes.
- Prices and schedule are subject to change.
- Bus stop at outside of the hotel

Siteseeing in Tokyo
In Tokyo, you can visit variety of sightseeing spots, such as Toyosu fish market, Skytree, Asakusa Sensou-ji and National Olympic Stadium.

Day Nice Hotel Tokyo
Let us introduce “Day Nice Hotel Tokyo”. This hotel is our affiliated hotel located in Tokyo Kiba area. Many of the sightseeing spots are easy access from the hotel by taking Tokyo Metro.